
Day 1 : Welcome to Magical Siwa
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Relax and get acquainted to the environment, unwind by the pool or walk around our ecovillage to explore the 
facilities before savouring your �rst exquisite Moroccan meal at Taziry.  Your local host will be available  around 
the clock to introduce you to the magical ethnicity of Siwa and Taziry.

Day 2 : An Epic Oasis

After a delicious home-grown �lling breakfast, observe and learn about the monuments of all great civilizations 
that passed by this mythical oasis, from the Pharaonic to the Greco-Roman period, with the most 
knowledgeable and multi-lingual guide in Siwa: Temple of the Oracle of Amun (or temple of Alexander the 
Great), Temple of Amun, Cleopatra's bath, Mountain of the Dead, Ruins of Shali, and the Island of Fatnas. This 
tour will not be another monotonous cultural trip, it will enable you to witness Siwa’s richest and deepest roots; 
to understand and enjoy Siwa from a universal perspective.

You will be able to have lunch in a restaurant or snack at a co�ee shop in the city centre. You will also be able 
to go shopping for some of the �nest Siwan handicrafts in the central souk. 

Cultural Tour I: 500 EGP / Person [Excluding Entrance Fees: 65 EGP / Person] + 
Optional Transportation: 900 EGP --> Can be shared between up to 7 people.

Day 3 : The Great Sand Sea

Get ready for the most unforgettable experience of discovering the various depths of the Great Sand Sea.  A 4x4 
vehicle will drive you to the desert for a full-day safari. You will appreciate the petri�ed forests, fossilized sea shells, 
cruise on top of curved sand dunes, swim in fresh lakes and hot sulphuric springs. You will also be equipped for 
sand-boarding: easy slopes for the amateurs and the steepest dunes for the advanced! Snacks, juices and mint tea 
will be served for lunch.   

After you observe the magni�cent sunset from the top of a high dune, you will be back to Taziry for a well-deserved 
delicious dinner. You can also choose to spend the night at the desert. At your convenience, there could be a large 
tent or sleeping bags for those who like to sleep in open-air: Overnight camping in the Great Sand Sea is a matchless 
experience; the sky is nowhere as clear...

Full-Day 4x4 Desert Safari: 3000 EGP / Vehicle --> Can take up to 6 people 
[Including Lunch; Excluding Permits 110 EGP (Residents) / 320 EGP (Foreigners)].

Activities Program – 4 Nights & 5 Days
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You might well have heard that our mysterious oasis is below sea level, and was once part of the Ocean. If you 
are “in tune” with Mother-Nature, you will immediately acknowledge this feeling. We would like to give you 
a strong sense of this energy: In the Salt Lake (as salty as the Dead Sea) you will be able refresh your skin and 
body and �oat free while watching the pure blue sky above. After that, our guide will take you to Abou 
Shrouf's spring, to swim in its fresh warm waters. When you have completely rejuvenated, you will visit the 
old village of Ain Sa� to learn about an authentic hundred years old olive oil press, then you will be taken to 
watch the sunset from a vantage point.

Cultural Tour II: 500 EGP / Person [Excluding Entrance Fees 50 EGP / Person] + 
Optional Transportation: 900 EGP --> Can be shared between up to 7 people.

Are you a skilled horse-back rider? Taziry Stud gives pure breed Arabian horses to be ridden in the Great Sea 
of Sand for various durations, passing by the most glorious landscapes during twilight, feeling the serene and 
rousing breeze on the back of the horse, galloping on “sand snow”. A true horseback knight experience that 
will remain unforgettable.

Horse-back Riding – Price: Currently unavailable.

*Note: If you are an early riser, a Mother-Nature lover, or none of the above, waking up before daybreak to
watch the sun rising, is a vital experience for the soul. You can do that from your room’s window, or from any 
spot of the ecovillage, even better from a little above, at Taziry’s Red Mountain (Adrere Azughagh). An 
enchanting sunrise re�ecting its pink and orange light beams on the surface of the lake is the most blissful 
moment of the day, and a wishful tribute from Taziry to keep an everlasting memory of the place.

Day 4 : High bellow

Day 5 : Arabian Fantasy


